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On the one hand, they were amazed at the violent collision just now, but on the other 

hand, they were curious, could Kuang Lang kill Dustin with one blow? 

After all, at the level of Kuanglang, every sword has the power to break mountains and 

cut off rivers. 

Facing such a strong man, it is undoubtedly difficult to block a blow head-on. 

“Sister! How are you doing? Is Dustin dead?” 

Liu Hongxue blocked the wind and sand with her hands while looking forward, her heart 

in her throat. 

Although she was a bit at odds with rhys, she didn’t hate him, and she didn’t want him to 

die because of it. 

“I can’t see clearly, please wait.” 

Liu Rushuang stared into the distance, trying to see clearly what was ahead through the 

smoke and dust in the sky. 

However, the touch just now was so violent that within a hundred meters, the sky was 

dark and the ground was dark, and the line of sight was greatly blocked. 

After a while, the wind and sand dissipated, and everything became calm again. 

Two figures on the battlefield ahead gradually appeared in front of everyone. 

Kuang Lang held a black broken knife in his hand and stood quietly, with a somewhat 

gloomy and solemn expression on his face. 

The momentum around him has not diminished at all, and is still fierce and terrifying. 



On the other hand, Dustin, who was opposite him, looked equally calm and calm, with 

no dust on his body and no wounds visible. 

“Holy shit! Dustin actually blocked Kuang Lang’s knife? Is it true?” 

“Am I right? Not only is this guy not dead, he’s not even injured at all?” 

“Awesome! This guy can be proud of himself if he can withstand the violent waves 

without defeat!” 

After a brief silence, the scene was in an uproar. 

No one expected that Dustin would be safe under such a violent attack. 

You know, from the time Dustin agreed to fight Kuang Lang, many people had already 

sentenced him to death in advance. 

Even if a small number of people thought that Dustin had a chance of survival, they 

never thought that the other party would be unscathed. 

In their eyes, even if rhys didn’t die, he should still be seriously injured. 

But the result was beyond everyone’s expectations. 

Dustin successfully received Kuang Lang’s fatal blow at almost zero cost. 

How outrageous! 

“My sword skills are good, much better than your brother’s.” 

Dustin was the first to speak, with a calm expression. 

“It’s not easy for you to be able to block my sword and still remain intact.” 

Kuanglang’s eyes were bright and his words were cold. 

But compared to how arrogant he was before, at this moment, he looked at Dustin a 

little more seriously. 



He had used at least 80% of his force on the knife just now. He originally planned to kill 

Dustin with one blow and avenge his brother. 

Unexpectedly, the other party actually blocked it. 

It can be seen that the strength of the guy in front of him should not be much worse than 

him. 

“According to the agreement, I win this game. I hope you can fulfill your promise.” 

Dustin said calmly. 

“I keep my word. As long as you block my knife, I will spare your life, but…” 

Halfway through, Kuang Lang suddenly changed the topic: “My brother’s death cannot 

be in vain. If I know that you are the real murderer, the disciples of the Blood Madness 

Sect will never let you go easily!” 

He promised not to kill Dustin, but that didn’t mean that the Blood Madness Sect 

wouldn’t take revenge. 

“I’ll say it again, your brother’s death has nothing to do with me. If you Blood Mad Sect 

is indiscriminate, then don’t blame me for being rude!” Dustin said coldly. 

He doesn’t want to get into trouble, but he’s definitely not afraid of it. 

It would be best if the conflict could be resolved peacefully. If it cannot be resolved, the 

only option is to use force. 

“I will investigate this matter to the end. Whether you are the murderer or not, the truth 

will naturally come out in the future.” 

Kuang Lang didn’t say much. After saying a few words, he turned around and left. 

Although he was not sure who the murderer was, he had already ruled out Dustin as a 

suspect. 

As for why, it can only be said to be the intuition of a master. 



 


